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Abstract

The research has shown that many leaders lack ethical practice, but training and development geared towards ethical leadership can serve to bridge this gap in theory and practice. This paper focuses primarily on the key aspect of training and development to promote more ethical leadership within a higher education institution setting. The data were drawn from a mixed-method study adopting both quantitative and qualitative approaches. Simple random sampling constituted a sample of 312 academic and administrative staff members at the institution. The purposeful sampling for the qualitative component was a realized sample of 3 executive management leadership and 9 line management leadership participants, indicating a total response rate of 67%. The results for executive management leadership reflect poor leadership style from the employees’ perspective in relation to respect and fairness, transparency, behavior, and other ethical leadership-related items (of $M = 2.74$, $SD = 0.033$). In addition, there was a clear need for leadership to attend ongoing training courses ($M = 4.20$, $SD = 0.904$).

From the qualitative perspective, more than 50% of the leadership respondents indicated no appropriate university leadership programmes or ethical leadership programs. Therefore, the investment in training and development can promote more ethical leadership style, which in turn can have a positive impact on employees ($M = 4.43$, $SD = 0.740$). In light of this, the results provide a strong inclination towards more training and development programs to ensure that leaders develop ethical considerations in their role as leaders.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper examines the importance of ethical leadership from the training and development perspective. Training and development is often underestimated and under-represented when it comes to ethical leadership, yet an imperative part of any public or private organizations’ ethical code of conduct (King 3 report or King 4 report) in South Africa. It is often assumed that those occupying leadership positions are already aware of ethics through their vocational experiences. However, this is not often the case, and, as a result, such leaders may promote unethical leadership intentionally or even unintentionally. Continuous learning through consistent training and development hence becomes a mandatory construct in continuously enforcing and promoting ethical leadership.

As human beings, our personal development starts from birth and continues to adulthood. Moreover, personal and professional development happens continuously throughout one’s life, as it supports our
lifelong transformational stage. Thus, any type of professional development should be a continuous process, especially as South Africa enters the 4th Industrial Revolution. Naino (2016, p. 17) suggested that in the current epoch of such fast change and development, the leaders must continually work to advance their capabilities to ensure constant change and frequent adaptation while safeguarding the leader’s individuality and morals. Hence, South African higher education institutions (hereafter referred to as SAHEIs) need to ensure that leadership development is a priority at all levels. To lead universities into the post-modern era, Africa needs leaders with a strong interpersonal skill, politically astute, economically perceptive, corporate knowledge, and emotional intelligence (Hanson & Leautier, 2011, p. 410).

There is a need for higher education (hereafter referred to as HE) leaders to develop new skills and leadership practices to respond effectively to transformation challenges (Herbst & Conradie, 2011, p. 12). However, leadership development in HE is still an under-investigated research and application discipline (Greasley, 2007, pp. 693-710). Thus, it is important to rethink the education model linked to leadership development, the goals given to managers involving culture, ethics, and the message conveyed (Naidu-Hoffmeester, 2014). Although, there are many examples of strong, upright, and moral leadership universally, the skills to support executive and lower-level leadership to become better leaders have been ignored. Seemingly, some South African Higher Education Institutions have been led by people with leadership incompetence. Today, the global economy requests for the development of management skills, innovative approaches, and competitive advantages of Higher Education Institutions (Taylor & Machado, 2006, p. 154). The White Paper proposed sound governance, robust management, astute and effective leadership as important prerequisites for the transformation of Higher Education and training area (De La Rey, 2015).

Interesting discussions were made on Higher Education needs to develop leadership skills that would be able to identify and handle the external environment changes and preserve the institutions’ goals (Kivipold & Vadi, 2008). The building of ethical leadership skills remains underdeveloped and split, despite skills development programs and other institutional programs at the HEIs. Inherently, Sankar (2003) claimed that besides universities hiring and developing leaders, there is a need to nurture and support ethical qualities and behaviors considered necessary in those leaders. However, Ngcamu and Tefera (2015b, p. 130) asserted that people ascend to leadership ranks without being trained through leadership development programs. Thus, there is a need for the development of respective employees to leadership positions, which will support the institutions’ strategic agenda. This study will be a discourse on ethical leadership training and development and the importance thereof.

1. LITERATURE REVIEW

1.1. South African higher education institutions (SAHEI) and leadership

In the global south, HEIs have a vital responsibility regarding the development of the nation’s states (van Schalkwyk et al., 2014, p. 6). One can acknowledge that South African HEIs are gradually becoming challenging places to rule, manage, and lead (Mabelebele, 2013, p. 2). It is noteworthy to express that the leaders of universities are not equivalent to the leaders of other categories of creative organizations (African Minds, 2016, p. 49). Moreover, the customary function of HEIs is serving society, through setting the foundation for viable employment, training for social responsibility, individual development, and growth of knowledge base ( Gumede, 2015, p. 157). Notably, HEIs should be at the forefront of the formation of new knowledge, modernism, development of professionals, and imparting democratic principles (van Schalkwyk et al., 2014, p. 6). Bush (2007, p. 395) claimed that transformational leadership skill proposes a vision that combines purpose and galvanizes different internal stakeholders into action and crucial for HEIs development. Evidently, HE today is confronted with the challenge to build a system that will be operational to meet the needs of people in the next century (van Niekerk, 2005, p. 2). According to Awung (2014, p. 29), in terms of skills, development, and research, Higher Education plays a pivotal role in contributing to
human resource and information society development in South Africa.

1.2. Leadership development and training

1.2.1. Current trends in HEIs leadership development and training

Hudea (2014, p. 114) asserted that leaders develop over time within the organization, by observation, education, training, networking, or skills, through leading oneself, individuals, and groups of people. A study in eight SAHEIs showed that all institutions identified the resources for the availability of professional development funding as necessary (Leibowitz, Bozalek, van Schalkwyk, & Winberg, 2015, pp. 315-330). However, knowledge and talent like other tangible assets, if neglected, depreciate in value (Kouzes & Posner, 2003, p. 334). Inherently, most of the HEIs have given little attention to leadership development, which caused ineffectiveness and lack of leadership capabilities (Ngcamu & Teferra, 2015a, p. 208). Moreover, Taylor and Machado (2006, p. 156) assert that very often altruistic employees are thrust into leadership roles, devoid of the essential capabilities. It is noteworthy that many researchers have documented that academics are ill-prepared to deal with HE transformational challenges despite training and development opportunities being offered as proper support, which is often overlooked (Ngcamu & Teferra, 2015b, p. 132). Moreover, another concern among the academic staff was that often, the well-intended development programs were unrelated to university leadership needs (Ngcamu & Teferra, 2015a, b). Zuber-Skerritt (2007, p. 985) claims that the need for transformation internationally from learning, teaching, employee development, and leadership in higher education has long been documented. Additionally, researchers claimed that academics believe that contents and elements of staff development programs recommended were low. According to Ngcamu and Teferra (2015b, p. 133), many universities offer little or no proper training for line management leadership and others at different levels of leadership and management. MacGregor (2015, p. 25) asserts that a university vice-chancellor vastly invests in the development of other people not only in terms of individual time and energy but also in relation to institutional resources. Ngcamu and Teferra (2015b, p. 130) suggest that leadership development in HE is of crucial importance to the future of South Africa.

1.2.2. Leadership engagement

Most reflections hint on the seam of leadership, which is the face-to-face interactional dimension: dealing with employees, students, council members (African Minds, 2016). Moreover, good leaders must be entirely involved in and be knowledgeable about different aspects of the institution (African Minds, 2016). The findings in the United States of America and the United Kingdom on HE leadership development suggest that leaders do not necessarily need to have a clear sense of direction and what needs to be achieved. However, these leaders are obliged to engage all stakeholders in the HE vision (Hempsall, 2014, p. 391).

1.2.3. Leadership development interventions

Importantly, the aspect of leadership capabilities and leadership development interventions need to begin far earlier in the academic profession to ensure that success is built from below rather than from above (Spendlove, 2007, p. 414). MacGregor (2015, p. 30) asserts that the University of Free State (UFS) has allocated many resources into the succeeding generation of leaders. Moreover, Martin (2007) claims that in the future, essential skills for effective leadership fall in the category of relationships and teamwork. To build leadership capability, HEIs must ensure that managers possess moral management, technical skills, astute social and emotional skills (Ngcamu & Teferra, 2015a, p. 209). Hence, Lewis, Thomas, and Bradley (2012, p. 82) acknowledged that two components of leadership capabilities are learning from personal errors or faults and being aware of personal strengths and weaknesses. Furthermore, Ngcamu and Teferra (2015a, p. 210) asserted that a leader must first need to understand themselves and be skilled to transform organizations to become more effective.

Interestingly, Ngcamu and Teferra (2015a, p. 210) point out that it is important to listen to resisters as these people will help address and detect the impediments on the path and may offer positive viewpoints. As a leader develops a combination
of personal behaviors, skills, and character, the leaders will flourish into more successful (Denton & Vloeberghs, 2003, p. 93). Additionally, Cheng, Chang, Kuo, and Cheung (2014, p. 827) suggest that organizations should design and provide training courses to cultivate ethical leadership behavior.

1.2.4. Ethics training and development

Fast-changing technologies require heavy investment in staff development if employees are to improve skills and harness these technologies to the objectives of the university (African Minds, 2016 p. 67). However, the development of organizational ethics will not be valuable, devoid of the implementation of ethics training (Lloyd & Mey, 2010, p. 3). Dorasamy (2012, p. 512) suggests that management should embark on organizational ethics programs that reflect clear support for whistleblowing and high ethical standards. Lloyd and Mey (2010, p. 14) pointed out that organizations attempting to execute ethics must take into consideration ethical learning and training. Lloyd and Mey (2010, p. 3) posit that persistent ethics education and training programs must be provided for all employees in the organization.

An ethical survey, as Lloyd and Mey (2010, p. 3), Nicolaides (2009, p. 490) asserted, claims that the ethics training that organizations offered was too short-term and excluded new employees and managers. Hence, to respond to the needs of the university, leadership development programs (junior, middle, and senior management levels) should be established to enhance leaders’ capabilities (Ngcamu & Teferra, 2015a, p. 214). Leadership development programs (LDPs) can reward HEIs and public as well as individual academics professionally and personally (Zuber-Skerritt & Louw, 2014). Besides, Lloyd and Mey (2010, p. 3) suggest that ethics training should be launched with formal new employees’ orientation programs and should be reinforced with continuous training interventions.

2. AIM

This paper aims primarily to examine whether ethical leadership training and development is needed at a South African higher education institution (SAHEI) in KwaZulu-Natal.

3. METHODS

The paper drew data from a mixed methodology approach using probability sampling and non-probability sampling techniques. The quantitative probability method used simple random sampling, and the non-probability qualitative method was based on purposive sampling. Simple random sampling for the quantitative component constituted a theoretical/target population of 1,874, with a sampling population of 420 academic and administrative staff members at the institution. Structured questionnaires were randomly administered to the sample of 420 and 312 respondents; thus, a response rate of 74% was obtained. The purposeful sampling for the qualitative component was a planned sample of 6 executive management leadership (EML) and 12 line management leadership (LML) participants. However, the realized sample was three EML and nine LML for the interview response rate, which constituted 12 out of 18 interviews in total, indicating a total response rate of 67%. Semi-structured interviews and open-ended interviews were used for the qualitative component of the study as data collection tools. All ethical considerations and protocols were observed in relation to obtaining ethical clearance, gatekeeper’s letter, informed consent, and upholding anonymity and confidentiality.

4. RESULTS

This section outlines the quantitative findings pertaining primarily to training and development and its influence on ethical leadership. Table 1 was used to assist with understanding the strength of frequency distribution and mean score values.

The Executive Management Leadership (EML) was descriptively analyzed in conjunction with evidence of ethical leadership style. The study explored employee’s stance on whether executive management leadership exhibits an ethical leadership style. The Table 1 depicted EML with respect to ethical leadership style. Table 1 utilized 5-point Likert rating scale statements from strongly disagree to strongly agree in descending order.

There were high levels of disagreements when it came to EML style:
1) treats staff with respect and fairness was the highest mean value (M = 2.87, SD = 1.218), with most of the respondents disagreeing (17% strongly disagree and 20.8% disagree), suggests different ways of resolving problems within the faculty was the second highest mean value (M = 2.80, SD = 1.194), with the majority of respondents disagreeing (17.9% strongly disagree and 21.2% disagree), is transparent and his/her behavior is positive was the third highest mean value (M = 2.74, SD = 1.217) with most respondent disagreeing (21.2% strongly disagree and 19.2% disagree);

2) goes the extra mile to resolve staff issues in departments being the fourth mean value (M = 2.63, SD = 1.171), with the majority of respondents disagreeing (20.2% strongly disagree and 26.6% disagree), able to resolve department problems promptly being the fifth mean value (M = 2.59, SD = 1.159), with most respondents disagreeing (22.1% strongly disagree and 24.0% agree), as my role model/mentor being the sixth mean value and standard deviation (M = 2.53, SD = 1.192), and the lowest, with most respondents disagreeing (24.4% strongly disagree and 26.0% disagree).

4.1. Leadership components

The analysis shows one-sample statistics and one sample test for leadership components. Table 2 is

Table 1. EML items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likert scale</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is my role model/mentor?</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggests different ways of resolving problems within the faculty</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treats staff with respect and fairness</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goes the extra mile to resolve staff issues in departments</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Able to resolve department problems promptly</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is transparent and his/her conduct is positive</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average mean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. One-sample test and one-sample statistics for three statements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leadership components</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. deviation</th>
<th>Std. error mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leaders to attend ongoing leadership development training courses during their term in office</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>4.20*</td>
<td>.904</td>
<td>.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethical leadership style can have a positive impact on employees</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>4.43*</td>
<td>.740</td>
<td>.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership style has an impact on staff well-being</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>4.24*</td>
<td>.939</td>
<td>.053</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One-sample test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leadership components</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
<th>Mean difference</th>
<th>95% confidence interval of the difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leaders to attend ongoing leadership development training courses during their term in office</td>
<td>23.479</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>1.202</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethical leadership style can have a positive impact on employees</td>
<td>34.107</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>1.429</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership style has an impact on staff well-being</td>
<td>23.263</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>1.237</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * if significance and mean > 3.00 = significant agreement.
the one-sample statistics and one-sample test that showed statistically significant differences (agreement or disagreement).

These random statements did not measure any single construct in the study. However, these results revealed a statistical significant agreement ($p < 0.05$), as specified below:

- leadership style affects staff well-being ($M = 4.24, SD = 0.939$), \( t(311) = 23.263, p = 0.000; \)

- leaders to attend ongoing leadership training courses during their term in office ($M = 4.20, SD = 0.904$), \( t(311) = 23.479, p = 0.000; \)

- ethical leadership style can positively affect the employees. ($M = 4.43, SD = 0.740$), \( t(311) = 34.107, p = 0.000. \)

Table 2 revealed a $p$-value ($< 0.05$) for overall 5-point Likert scale rating statements. These statements displayed a very low standard deviation value; thus, formed a cluster variance of data. Accordingly, the results exhibited high $t$-value dimensions suggesting statistically significant results in $p$-value.

4.2. Qualitative analysis

The sample size of the qualitative arm of the study was $n = 12$ participants. Various analysis techniques were used, such as word cloud, tree map, cluster analysis, and hierarchy charting to assist in the formulation of respective themes. The qualitative data hence adopted a thematic approach validated by the researchers’ interpretation. The biographical information was presented in relation to different cohorts of leadership at the institution. As mentioned above, the sample size was a complement of 12 out of 18 participants.

Figure 1 illustrated the frequency distribution of the participants’ age category. The majority of participants were between 40 and 49 years (50%), followed by 60 years and over (25%), and between 50 and 59 years (17%). Thus, the participants were mature in age (greater than 40 years), which supports their years of experience in the institution. However, the lowest percentage was 30-39 years (8%), showing a possible need to build leadership capacity from a younger age, which has been concurred by Spendlove (2007, p. 414) that from the aspect of leadership capabilities, leadership development interventions need to begin far earlier in the academia profession to ensure that success is built from below rather than from above.

4.3. Emphasis on leadership development and training

4.3.1. Executive management leadership

Some participants felt that there was a need for executive management to attend training and development programs. These programs could assist in promoting ethical behavior at the executive level.

As per participant 12, “Executive managers need to attend leadership training and development programs in order to practice ethical behavior in their ambit”. It could reinforce executive managerial skills and be a nice refresher for those that may have forgotten such skills. The programs could help executive management become more sensitive to the employee. As per participant 6, “Some leaders need to have training in practicing compassion towards the employee. Employees with chronic illnesses are be-
ing treated badly”. Conversely, some participants felt that there was no need for executive leadership to attend training, since they should already have these skills being executive managers. As per participant 9, “Executive managers do not need to attend leadership training and development programs. At their level of seniority, they should be able to demonstrate their leadership”.

4.3.2. Line management leadership

When it came to line management leadership training and development, only 50% of the participants felt it was appropriate for the following reasons:

• was helpful to new line management leadership that were just starting in their roles. Besides, these programs are providing good managerial skills and are taught how to manage processes and people differently, and it builds leadership capacity. As per participant 8, “These university leadership and development programs are appropriate”;

• surprisingly, there were 6 out of 12 participants (50%) that agreed they did not attend ethical leadership programs, and 3 out of the 6 participants felt they were a waste of time; they were inappropriate and unhelpful to them. Some felt that these programs were just for the sake of ticking boxes;

• as per participant 5, “University leadership and development programs are inappropriate and a waste of time”. Another participant did not know of such program, which is consistent with participant 1 “There are no university ethical leadership training and development programs”;

• interestingly, 4 out of 12 participants (33%) asserted that there are sufficient ethical leadership training and development workshops that they have attended. As per participant 9, “I have attended ethical leadership training and development workshops”;

• additionally, the lack of HR performance management systems made these programs ineffective. As per participant 7, “Yes, generally these programs are helpful; however, human resource processes and performance management systems are not in place rendering these programs ineffective”. There should be more training and development workshops to assist line management in dealing with challenges that can/may affect them. Currently, there are a limited number of such workshops, as participant 9 asserted, “There are other issues that hinder my leadership abilities, I think more of these workshops can be arranged for line management”. Moreover, while the workshops are seen as good, it differs from the real-life working environment. The real-life working environment has real people, real processes, and real issues.

The results from EML style (Table 1) reflect the average mean values (M = 2.74, SD = 0.033), which revealed that the strength of the mean value scores is weak across all statements. Hence, a weak mean score value for executive management leadership. Results imply that employees were currently not happy with current EML style in relation to treating staff with respect and fairness, suggesting different ways of resolving problems, transparency, and behavior, resolving staff and departmental issues, and being a role model/mentor. Besides, Table 2 shown a significant agreement for leadership dimension at the institution when it comes to leaders attending ongoing leadership training courses during their term in office and ethical leadership style having a positive impact on employees. Furthermore, qualitative analysis shows a need for EML to attend training and development programs to reinforce their managerial skills and become more sensitive, compassionate, and ethical leaders. From an LML perspective, only 50% of the participants felt that training and development was appropriate primarily for promoting good leadership skills towards staff. The other 50% felt that such programs would be a waste of time and did not attend. Further, the results showed a need for performance management systems to facilitate training and development programs.

5. DISCUSSION

From a quantitative perspective, the results emphasize that leaders must attend ongoing leadership training courses during their term in office. The findings showed a need for all level managers
to attend leadership and development training programs. These results imply that employees believe managers lack the leadership skills to manage departments effectively. Importantly, managers need to attend appropriate leadership programs, which are designed specifically for the university environment. Besides, respondents have significantly agreed (Table 2) that leaders need to attend ongoing leadership courses during their term in office. Lloyd and Mey (2010, p. 3) posit that persistent ethics education and training programs must be provided for all employees in the organization.

The qualitative aspect revealed the lowest percentage for the biographical information of the age category of leadership was between 30 and 39 years (8%). This showed a possible need to build leadership capacity from a younger age. This concurs with Spendlove (2007, p. 414) that from the aspect of leadership capabilities, leadership development interventions need to begin far earlier in the academic profession to ensure that success is built from below rather than from above. The findings showed a need for all level managers to attend leadership and development training programs. These results imply that employees believe managers lack the leadership skills to manage departments effectively. This is homogenous with Ngcamu and Teferra (2015a, p. 208) assertion that most of the HEIs have given little attention to leadership development that caused ineffectiveness and lack of leadership capabilities. Importantly, managers need to attend appropriate leadership programs, which are designed specifically for the university environment. Moreover, when introducing ethical training and ethical leadership into the program, as Lloyd and Mey (2010, pp. 14) asserted, the organizations attempting to execute ethics must take into consideration ethical learning and training programs.

Importantly, more than 50% (6 out of 12) of the participants revealed no appropriate university leadership programs or ethical leadership programs. Interestingly, only a few participants believed that executive management leadership should attend leadership programs. However, this is opposite to Durban University of Technology (2016, pp. 61-62) that the institutions’ council governance workshop or forum ensures close engagement and guidance for executive and senior management level. These findings have highlighted the need for executive management to attend appropriate ethical leadership programs that will facilitate and strengthen leadership.

Overall, the results imply that the different levels of leadership (EML and LML) currently lack training and development when it comes to ethical leadership. Employees feel that EML style is currently not up to ethical standards based on the disagreement levels on the factors listed in Table 1. The EML needs to become constituent to mandatory leadership training and development programs that staff will appreciate when it comes to ethics and transparency. Besides, LML also needs equal efforts as a considerable percentage did not even attend training programs, while some were not aware of such programs, and some felt it was a waste of time. In summary, these results paint a bleak current picture of training and development for ethical leadership at the institution. However, in relation to the aim of the study, the results imply that training and development can promote ethical leadership at the institution.

CONCLUSION

The study concludes that there currently exists a need for training and development to foster ethical leadership style at the institution. The study showed evidence of poor ethical leadership qualities by executive management leadership in relation to respect and fairness, transparency, among others, and this can negatively affect the employees. Compounding this is the lack of training and development when it comes to supporting and promoting ethical leadership at the institution. This can imply that the lack of leadership training and development programs contributes to poor executive management leadership style at the institution. In light of this, the results showed a clear need for leadership to attend ongoing training and development courses that will support higher education leadership at all levels. This can improve an effective leadership style with the potential of having a positive impact on the employees.
Therefore, there was an emphasis on the need for leadership staff to attend ethical leadership training and development programs and develop themselves accordingly, which was evidently supported by respondents. Recommendations can include the development of specific or custom ethical training programs made compulsory for all leadership levels. This can also be included in the institutions’ strategic plan and wide training and development framework or model geared specifically towards ethical leadership.
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